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Abstract
It is now well understood that artificial intelligence and machine learning systems can potentially exhibit
discriminatory behavior. A variety of AI fairness definitions have been proposed which aim to quantify
and mitigate bias and fairness issues in these systems. Many of these AI fairness metrics aim to enforce
parity in the behavior of an AI system between different demographic groups, yet parity-based metrics are
often criticized for a variety of reasons spanning the philosophical to the practical. The question remains:
are parity-based metrics valid measures of AI fairness which help to ensure desirable behavior, and if
so, when should they be used? We aim to shed light on this question by considering the arguments both
for and against parity-based fairness definitions. Based on the discussion we argue that parity-based
fairness metrics are reasonable measures of fairness which are beneficial to maintain in at least some
contexts, and we provide a set of guidelines on their use.

1

Introduction

As artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems are now widely deployed to automate decisions
with substantial impact on human lives and our society including bail and sentencing decisions [2], lending [45],
and hiring [17], these systems have come under increasing scrutiny. According to the 2019 report from the AI
Now Institute at New York University, “tech companies are, in fact, deeply aware that algorithmic discrimination
is entrenched in the systems with which they are blanketing the world,” even if these companies have not always
successfully addressed it [15]. In response to these concerns, a new and rapidly growing field of research on AI
fairness has emerged which aims to study these issues and propose solutions.
To date, much of the research on AI fairness —at least that which has arisen from the computer science
community— has centered around mathematical definitions or metrics which aim to quantify the degree of
fairness or bias in an AI/ML system [21]. We focus here on fairness in classification algorithms in which an
individual’s predicted class label is used to make a decision that directly impacts that individual. For example, a
prediction on whether an individual will repay a loan may determine whether that individual is offered a loan.
Thus, if the behavior of the system is unfair or discriminatory it may produce harm to the affected individuals
and to the health of our society, due to perpetuating (or even exacerbating) discriminatory patterns in real-world
outcomes which are reflected in the training data [4].
Given the predictions made by a classification model, an AI fairness metric produces a score which assesses
the extent that the model’s behavior is fair or unfair (e.g. if it exhibits harmful behavior such as a bias toward
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or against a particular demographic group). With a fairness metric in hand, the typical fair AI approach is to
modify machine learning algorithms such that the training procedure penalizes solutions according to their degree
of unfairness under the metric, or are constrained to produce a solution where the fairness metric is considered
satisfactory [21]. Hence, the “fairness” of an AI system is improved compared to the same system without this
mitigation procedure, to the extent that the chosen metric successfully encodes what it means for the system to
be “fair.” It is important to note that AI fairness is a complex sociotechnical problem which cannot be solved
by the purely technical “band-aid” of enforcing a mathematical fairness definition without due consideration of
non-technical factors [15]. Nevertheless, mathematical fairness definitions and learning algorithms that enforce
them are valuable tools as part of a solution to unwanted discrimination in AI, which ideally would further
consider sociotechnical, contextual, historical, legal, and stakeholder-centric perspectives in the design of the
system.
Many, perhaps even the majority, of proposed AI fairness metrics and fair learning algorithms aim to ensure
that different protected demographic groups, e.g. along lines of gender, race, nationality, sexual orientation, age,
social class, or political affiliation, are treated similarly overall by the algorithm. For example, the metrics may
enforce that the likelihood of being offered a loan, or being admitted to college, as determined by an AI algorithm,
is approximately equal for men and women overall, or for other sensitive demographic groups. The goal may be
to ensure near-parity on the distribution of assigned class labels (i.e. outcomes of the decision-making process)
per group, as in the aforementioned example, or near-parity on error rates per group (e.g., false negative rates
should be similar per demographic). We refer to fairness metrics that encourage parity of class labels/outcomes
as parity-based fairness metrics.1
Such parity-based metrics are intuitively appealing to many since they operationalize equality: each group is
equally distributed outcomes (loans, college admissions, etc.) on average and no group is systematically favored
or neglected by the procedure. Parity-based fairness metrics have however frequently been criticized in the
literature [21, 28, 48]. Perhaps the most enduring critique is that parity-based fairness metrics do not necessarily
ensure a meritocracy: it is possible that some “deserving” individuals or groups are not rewarded with favorable
outcomes, and some “undeserving” individuals or groups might be rewarded with favorable outcomes [28, 48, 13].
A number of alternative fairness definitions have been proposed, many of which aim to more concretely advance
meritocratic ideals, generally at the expense of advancing equality relative to parity-based fairness. Since societal
processes are generally inequitable it is not usually possible to simultaneously achieve perfect equity and perfect
meritocracy, so a choice must be made. Whether to prioritize equality or meritocracy is a classic left-wing /
right-wing political debate, so differing views on the value and validity of parity-based fairness are likely partially
explained by differences in opinion along the left-right political spectrum.
On the other hand, many additional criticisms of parity-based fairness have been put forth, as we shall discuss
in detail. In the academic literature, the criticisms are usually placed when defending alternative fairness notions.
After all, if simple parity were enough to achieve fairness, how could we justify the existence of the field of
fairness in AI as a deep and complex area of study? Some authors (and skeptical peer-reviewers) have gone as far
as to question its validity. In a blog post, Hardt [27] states:
“To be sure, there is a set of applications for which demographic parity is not unreasonable, but this
seems to be a subtle case to make. Any paper adopting demographic parity as a general measure of
fairness is fundamentally flawed.”[27]
Is Hardt right? This raises some important questions. Is the widespread practice of parity-based fairness a
reasonable and useful approach, at least in some contexts? Do its detractors have valid points that would
1
While parity on error rates is clearly a type of fairness involving parity, the terms statistical parity and demographic parity usually
refer to parity on outcomes in the AI fairness literature [21]. Parity on error rates is also subject to substantially less criticism and
controversy since improving it can be achieved by improving classification performance, so there is not an explicit accuracy-fairness
trade-off [28]. We therefore do not include it under the term “parity-based” fairness in our discussion.
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preclude the use of parity-based fairness metrics by any reasonable scholar, regardless of political views and
value systems? In what cases should we use parity-based fairness metrics instead of alternatives?
This paper aims to illuminate these questions by considering the main arguments and counterarguments on
both sides of the issue. We will ultimately conclude that parity-based fairness has its place, even if it is not always
ideal, and we will provide guidelines on its use.

1.1

Parity-Based Fairness Metrics

To make the discussion concrete we begin by recalling the most well-known fairness metrics, beginning with
parity-based approaches. For a more comprehensive summary of AI fairness metrics, we direct the reader to [8]
and [51]. Readers from non-technical backgrounds should feel free to skip the mathematical details, which we
include for precision but which are not essential to the discussion. We will use the following notation. Suppose
x ∈ χ is an individual’s data, y ∈ Y is the class label for the corresponding individual, and s ∈ A is a protected
attribute corresponding to membership of one or more sensitive demographic groups. A classifier M (x) is a
mechanism which takes an individual’s data and makes a prediction ŷ on their class. For example, the mechanism
M (x) could be a deep learning model for a lending decision, and s could be the applicant’s gender and/or race.
In many cases of interest, the predicted class label ŷ corresponds to a decision that impacts the individual. For
example, predicting that an individual will not repay a loan may correspond to a decision to deny that individual a
loan. We will therefore often refer to ŷ as an outcome.
The 80% Rule and the p% Rule: The 80% rule, a.k.a. the four-fifths rule, is a legal guideline for identifying
discrimination in the form of adverse or disparate impact in policies and practices on different protected groups,
originally defined in the context of employment and personnel decisions [23]. Disparate impact occurs when the
same policies or procedures are applied to all individuals (e.g. in AI fairness, the same classifier is applied to
everyone), but they impact different protected groups differently on average, even without explicit discrimination
based on membership of the protected group. The guidelines state:
A selection rate for any race, sex, or ethnic group which is less than four-fifths (or 80%) of the rate
for the group with the highest rate will generally be regarded by the Federal enforcement agencies as
evidence of adverse impact, while a greater than four-fifths rate will generally not be regarded by
Federal enforcement agencies as evidence of adverse impact [23].
Mathematically, the 80% rule criterion identifies disparate impact in cases where
P (M (x) = 1|group A)
< 0.8 .
P (M (x) = 1|group B)

(1)

for a favourable outcome y = 1, disadvantaged group A and advantaged group B. The 80% rule can be extended
to a numeric measurement of the fairness of an algorithm or process, called the p% rule, by dropping the use of a
fixed threshold and simply reporting the ratio in Equation 1 [56]:
Definition 1: (p% rule [56])
p%(M ) =

P (M (x) = 1|group A)
.
P (M (x) = 1|group B)

(2)

Here, if p%(M ) is 1 then the demographic groups have an equal probability of being assigned the favorable
outcome by the classification model M , and higher scores are better as they correspond to increased parity.
Statistical Parity, a.k.a. Demographic Parity: [21] defined (and criticized, see below) the fairness notion
of statistical parity, a.k.a. demographic parity, which requires that the probabilities of each outcome are
approximately equal for each group, up to a tolerance level .
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Definition 2: (Statistical parity [21]) A mechanism M (x) satisfies statistical parity between demographic groups
A up to bias  if

Dtv p(Y |si ), p(Y |sj ) ≤  ∀(si , sj ) ∈ A × A ,
(3)
P
where Dtv (p, q) = 12 y∈Y |p(y) − q(y)| is the total variation distance between distributions p and q.
Here, a smaller value of  corresponds to better fairness. Note that both p% and statistical parity encourage
probabilities of outcomes to be similar between groups, with similarity measured via ratios in p% and via
differences in statistical parity. The p% metric assumes a binary class label and focuses on similar probabilities
for a single favorable outcome y = 1 (which would automatically promote having similar probabilities for the
other binary outcome which is one minus its probability), while statistical parity aims for similar probabilities for
each of two or more possible outcomes.
Intersectional and Subgroup Fairness Metrics: Fairness metrics have been developed which aim to ensure
parity for the subgroups of the protected groups which occur at the intersection of those groups, e.g. Black
women. Such definitions include differential fairness [25] and subgroup fairness [35].

1.2

Non-Parity Based Fairness Metrics

Numerous fairness metrics which do not focus on parity of outcomes have also been proposed, which typically
are argued to satisfy desirable properties that parity-based fairness metrics and other competing definitions do not
achieve. While a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, we consider the most well-known metrics
which epitomize their corresponding category of fairness measures.
Fairness Through Unawareness: One simple strategy to address unfairness is to simply remove the protected
attributes from the classifier, i.e. s is not included as a feature in x. This approach, called fairness through
unawareness [21] or anti-classification [13], prevents disparate treatment [56], the use of different criteria
for different protected groups, which could result in explicit discrimination based on an individual’s protected
category and could have legal implications, e.g. in employment contexts under Title VII. It does not however
prevent disparate impact (i.e. disparities in the outcomes), since other attributes may be “proxy variables” which
are correlated with the class label [4]. For instance, zip code is frequently highly correlated with race in the
United States due to historical segregation policies. Fairness through unawareness is not itself a metric, since it
does not produce a score, but its limitations motivate both parity-based fairness metrics and the metrics below.
Equalized Odds and Equality of Opportunity: Motivated by claimed limitations of demographic parity
(discussed below), [28] proposed to instead ensure that a classifier has equal error rates for each protected group.
This fairness definition, called equalized odds, can loosely be understood as a notion of “demographic parity
for error rates instead of outcomes.” Unlike demographic parity, equalized odds rewards accurate classification,
and penalizes systems only performing well on the majority group. [28] also propose a variant definition called
equality of opportunity, which relaxes equalized odds to only apply to a “deserving” outcome (i.e. y = 1).
Individual Fairness: The individual fairness definition, due to [21], mathematically enforces the principle that
similar individuals should get similar outcomes under a classification algorithm. An advantage of this approach is
that it preserves the privacy of the individuals, which can be important when the user of the classifications (the
vendor), e.g. a banking corporation, cannot be trusted to act in a fair manner.
Causal Fairness: Causal approaches to AI fairness metrics aim to use causal inference to ensure that protected
attributes are not causes of predicted class labels, as opposed to merely being correlated with them. For example,
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under the counterfactual fairness definition [39], intervening to change protected attributes A, while holding
things which are not causally dependent on A constant, will not change the predicted distribution of outcomes.
Threshold Tests: [48] aim to measure discriminatory bias by modeling risk scores r(x) = p(y = 0|x) and latent
thresholds which are used to classify based on the risk, and requiring algorithms or policies to threshold risk
scores at the same points for different protected groups when determining outcomes.

2

Arguments for Parity-Based Fairness Metrics

We will next consider arguments from each side of the debate, beginning with arguments that support the use of
parity-based fairness metrics.

2.1

Equality as a Social Good

While much ink has been spilled in the AI fairness literature regarding the limitations of parity-based fairness,
relatively few authors have explicitly defended it, despite widespread use. In the U.S. constitution, Thomas
Jefferson famously wrote that it is self-evident that “all men are created equal” [33]. Perhaps, like Jefferson, its
proponents find the value of equality to be self-evident. The most simple argument for parity-based fairness is
often left unstated: equality is seen by many as having intrinsic value as a fair state of our society. Equality is
particularly —but not exclusively— prioritized by the political left, who advocate for policies such as affirmative
action which aim to level the playing field for historically marginalized groups [20]. If this does not resonate with
you, consider the following thought experiment. You, a parent, have two similarly behaved children and one toy.
Would it be more fair to give the toy to the slightly better behaved child, or to ask them both to take turns and
share the toy equally? If only one child were given the toy, would the other child view the situation as fair?
In an AI context, to unpack the goals and impacts of parity-based fairness it is important to distinguish
between the statistical task of predicting an unknown class label y, such as whether an individual will repay a
loan, and the economic task of making a decision which impacts an individual based on the prediction ŷ, such
as awarding a loan to that individual [13]. The former is concerned only with accurate prediction, but in the
name of equity the latter may arguably deviate from the labels, even when perfectly predicted [25]. Whenever the
assignment of class labels corresponds to the allocation of resources (e.g. a limited number of admissions to a
prestigious program of study), improving metrics regarding the parity of outcomes can help to reduce social or
economic inequality. The statistical/economic distinction is especially important when the class (repay loan) is
chosen merely as a convenient measurable proxy for a good decision (award loan), even though making a good
decision, which may involve further nuances than given by the proxy class label and/or population-level impacts
such as fairness, is the true goal of the system.

2.2

Mitigating Unfair Disparities and Negative Stereotypes

Disparate behavior of an AI system is frequently caused by unfair occurrences, which can be mitigated by
enforcing parity-based metrics.
2.2.1

Mitigating Societal Bias

Inequality in society is often due to unfair societal processes [16, 11]. This impacts data, so it can be important to
rectify the observed unfair inequality when performing algorithmic decision-making [4]. If society is unfair, how
do we fairly respond? President Lyndon B. Johnson considered this problem in his commencement Address at
Howard University in 1965, titled “To Fulfill These Rights” [34]. [20] summarizes President Johnson’s remarks
as follows:
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“Imagine a hundred-yard dash in which one of the two runners has his legs shackled together. He
has progressed ten yards, while the unshackled runner has gone fifty yards. At that point the judges
decide that the race is unfair. How do they rectify the situation? Do they merely remove the shackles
and allow the race to proceed? Then they could say that “equal opportunity” now prevailed. But
one of the runners would still be forty yards ahead of the other. Would it not be the better part of
justice to allow the previously shackled runner to make up the forty-yard gap, or to start the race all
over again? That would be affirmative action toward equality.” [20], paraphrasing [34].
In President Johnson’s metaphor, the shackles are of course a metaphor for unfair societal disadvantages. In the
humanities and legal literature, such unfair processes have been studied under the framework of intersectionality.
The term intersectionality was introduced by Kimberlé Crenshaw in the 1980’s [16] and popularized in the 1990’s,
e.g. by Patricia Hill Collins [11], although the ideas are much older [12, 49]. In its general form, intersectionality
emphasizes that systems of oppression built into society lead to systematic disadvantages along intersecting
dimensions, which include not only gender, but also race, nationality, sexual orientation, disability status, and
socioeconomic class [12, 11, 16, 30, 41, 49]. Examples of systems of oppression include racism, sexism, the
prison-industrial complex, mass incarceration, and the school-to-prison pipeline [18, 1]. In the context of AI and
fairness, intersectionality has been considered by e.g. [10, 46, 25, 24].
As an example of a scenario affected by unfair processes, consider the task of predicting prospective students’
academic performance for use in college admissions decisions. As discussed in detail by [52], and references
therein, individuals belonging to marginalized and non-majority groups are disproportionately impacted by
challenges of poverty and racism (in its structural, overt, and covert forms), including chronic stress, access
to healthcare, under-treatment of mental illness, micro-aggressions, stereotype threat, disidentification with
academics, and belongingness uncertainty. Similarly, LGBT and especially transgender, non-binary, and gender
non-conforming students disproportionately suffer bullying, discrimination, self-harm, and the burden of concealing their identities. These challenges are often further magnified at the intersection of affected groups. A
survey of 6,450 transgender and gender non-conforming individuals found that the most serious discrimination
was experienced by people of color, especially Black respondents [26]. Verschelden explains the impact of these
challenges as a tax on the “cognitive bandwidth” of non-majority students, which in turn affects their academic
performance. She states that the evidence is clear
“...that racism (and classism, homophobia, etc.) has made people physically, mentally, and spiritually
ill and dampened their chance at a fair shot at higher education (and at life and living).” [52]
A classifier trained to predict students’ academic performance from historical data hence aims to emulate outcomes
that were substantially affected by unfair factors [4]. An accurate predictor for a student’s GPA may therefore
not correspond to a fair decision-making procedure for student admissions.
2.2.2

Mitigating Bias from Subjective Annotation

Classification algorithms require labeled data to train on, and in many applications we must acquire labels
through human annotation, which is often subjective, imperfect, and subject to the prejudice of the annotators [4].
Consider for example the challenges of annotating whether a resume is a good match with a job ad [19], whether
a prospective employee should be hired [17], what emotion is being expressed in an image of a person’s face [5],
whether a social media post is offensive [50], whether an incarcerated individual is at high risk of committing
another crime [2], or whether a prospective student should be admitted to a program of study [42]. In these
scenarios the answers are not clear-cut, and so implicit bias can potentially impact the labeling process which
determines the “ground truth” that the model aims to predict. An extreme case occurred for the latter example
when St George’s Medical Hospital developed a computer program for initial screening of applicants to the
school in the late 1970’s to early 1980s. The system aimed to replicate the decision-making processes of the
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selection panel, and was adjusted until it had more than 90% correlation with the panel’s scores. In imitating
the panel’s behavior, the system was purposely designed to reduce the chance of an interview for candidates
who were women or racial minorities [42]. While the potential for annotation bias does not imply that perfect
parity of outcomes must be sought, it illustrates how unfair disparities can arise in the training data, which in turn
suggests that methods which improve parity-based fairness metrics may be valuable tools for combating these
unfair disparities.
2.2.3

Mitigating Harms of Representation

In addition to causing economic and financial harm, AI systems that exhibit biased behavior may encode negative
stereotypes, which can be hurtful, offensive, or reinforce low self-esteem in historically marginalized groups, as
well as reinforcing prejudice against those groups. For example, [46] studied how Google search results reflect
negative stereotypes. She discussed how searching for keywords related to marginalized groups such as “Black
girls” returned mainly pornographic results, thereby perpetuating racist, sexist, and dehumanizing stereotypes.
Similarly, searching for “three black teenagers” returned mugshots, insinuating criminality, while searching for
“three white teenagers” returned wholesome images. Noble states:
“What we need to ask is why and how we get these stereotypes in the first place and what the
attendant consequences of racial and gender stereotyping do in terms of public harm for people who
are the targets of such misrepresentation. [46]”
Such harms of representation arise when the behavior of an AI system appears to attribute lower value or
negative properties to groups or individuals. This is especially hurtful when the misrepresentation due to the AI
corresponds to the perpetuation of hateful views that are currently or historically advanced in racist, sexist, ableist,
anti-semitic or other discriminatory language with deliberately hurtful intent [46]. Harms of representation
are problematic even when the outcomes of the AI system are not themselves consequential (e.g. if their
consequences were limited to within a video game). Similarly, in our own research we found that an AI-based
career counseling system trained on social media data disproportionately recommends careers in computer science
and executive/managerial positions to boys and homemaking, nursing, and customer service to girls [32]. This
behavior perpetuates stereotypes that could impact young people’s perceptions of their own capabilities and
potential when given recommendations by the algorithm. We applied a parity-based fairness intervention which
reduced the extent to which the system’s results reflected gender stereotypes, addressing the harmful portrayal of
gender groups by the algorithm, not to mention the potential financial impacts due to directing women toward
less lucrative careers.

2.3

Practical Benefits

Beyond mitigating unfair disparities and negative stereotypes, improving parity in AI systems has additional
practical benefits that pertain to broad classes of applications, including the advantages of diversity and reduction
of potential legal liability.
2.3.1

Increasing Diversity

In many AI applications a classification algorithm selects or impacts the set of individuals to be (potentially)
included in an organization or program, e.g. in automated hiring decisions, college admissions, allocation of
healthcare resources such as Medicaid services, and career recommendation (which could impact career choices).
In these scenarios, improving parity-based fairness metrics corresponds to an increase in the diversity of the pool
of selected individuals in terms of the representation of the protected groups, which is generally accomplished by
increasing the participation of underrepresented groups who have been historically marginalized. Diversity is a
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crucial first step toward inclusion, in which an organization maintains a culture in which members of diverse
groups are given respect, fair treatment, and a voice in decision-making processes [7].
As well as the intrinsic and ethical importance of diversity and inclusion, diversity can potentially lead
to improvement in organizational effectiveness and competitiveness [47] including impacts on cost, resource
acquisition, marketing, creativity, problem solving, and system flexibility [14]. Standpoint theory, which
emphasizes the shared experiences of members of historically marginalized groups such as women, Black women,
and the working class, suggests that the different perspectives and situated knowledge of members of historically
marginalized groups as outsiders-within an institution or organization controlled by the dominant group allow
them to critique it in a way that the dominant group cannot [29, 11]. Hence, increased representation of historically
marginalized groups within an organization can potentially help it to break free from stagnant thought patterns
and groupthink. Diversity can also potentially lead to benefits to the economy. A brief from the Economics and
Statistics Administration in the U.S. Department of Commerce argues that a lack of gender diversity in STEM is
a missed opportunity to expand STEM employment and thereby increase the nation’s innovative capacity and
global competitiveness, as well as reducing the gender wage-gap [6].
2.3.2

Reducing Legal Liability

The 80% rule [23] is used as a legal criterion for demonstrating disparate impact under several anti-discrimination
laws in the United States primarily regarding employment decisions, including Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. For
example, Title VII prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin. A finding of adverse impact under the criterion shifts the burden of proof to the organization to defend its
employment practices against alleged discrimination. Leaving aside philosophical debate on what it means to be
“fair,” ensuring a sufficient degree of parity may be important to avoid legal liability under these laws, providing
a practical motivation for parity-based fairness interventions in AI systems in the context of any employment
decision such as hiring or promotion. The disparate impact legal criterion potentially also extends to other spheres
such as housing under the Fair Housing Act of 1968.

2.4

Summary

Parity-based fairness metrics aim to operationalize and measure the degree of equality in the assignment of
potentially consequential outcomes to protected groups. Equality has intrinsic value as a desirable property for a
fair and healthy society. Unfair disparities and harmful stereotypes encoded in data used to train machine learning
algorithms frequently arise from unfair processes, both in society and during data preparation, and parity-based
fairness interventions can help mitigate them. Ensuring parity-based fairness has additional practical benefits
across a broad range of use cases including increasing diversity and avoiding legal liability for organizations.

3

Arguments Against Parity-Based Notions of Fairness

The arguments from the previous section support the view that improving parity-based fairness is beneficial in
many contexts, all other things being equal. A number of criticisms have been put forth as well. Some of the
criticisms relate to what parity does, i.e. potential harmful effects, and others relate to what parity does not do
which we might otherwise desire in a fairness metric. We discuss these concerns below.

3.1

Parity Potentially Harms Accuracy / Utility

A common criticism of parity-based fairness is that since the true class label distribution may not satisfy parity,
ensuring parity would typically require a mismatch between the predictions and the data which would harm the
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prediction accuracy, and hence the economic utility of the system. Example quotes from the literature include:2
“Demographic parity often cripples the utility that we might hope to achieve, especially in the
common scenario in which an outcome to be predicated, e.g. whether the loan be will defaulted, is
correlated with the protected attribute.” [28]
“These mechanisms pay a significant cost in terms of the accuracy (or utility) of their predictions.
In fact, there exist some inherent tradeoffs (both theoretical and empirical) between achieving high
prediction accuracy and satisfying treatment and / or impact parity.” [57]
“The thresholds required to optimally satisfy these classification parity constraints will typically
differ from the optimal thresholds for any community. Thus, requiring classification parity (or even
approximate parity) can hurt majority and minority groups alike. [13]

3.2

Parity Does not Ensure a Meritocracy

The goal of parity-based fairness is to uphold the ideal of equality, in terms of the assignment of outcomes across
protected groups. It does not explicitly aim to uphold a competing ideal of fairness, meritocracy, in which the
“most deserving” individuals are assigned the greatest rewards, although mitigating discrimination and unfair
disadvantages could perhaps be considered meritocratic [34]. Some authors have further argued that enforcing
parity can be in conflict with the goal of a meritocracy.
3.2.1

Infra-Marginality

Arguments against parity-based fairness via the concept of infra-marginality are emblematic of a meritocraticcentered view on fairness in AI and elsewhere. The term was coined by [3] in the context of detecting discrimination in police practices, and was considered in the context of AI fairness by [13] and implemented in a statistical
modeling approach by [48]. This view of fairness adopts a framework in which features x determine idealized
risk scores r(x) = P (y = 0|x) which correspond to the probability that an individual has a negative class label,
e.g. they will commit a crime in future (or alternatively, “qualification” or “merit” scores corresponding to the
probability of a positive label y = 1 such as graduating from a particular university). It is assumed that risk scores
encapsulate how “(un)deserving,” “(un)qualified” or “(in)capable” an individual is. Hence, estimated risk scores
s(x) are ideally thresholded in order to assign beneficial labels to more “qualified” individuals, or detrimental
outcomes to more “risky” individuals. Classifying via a fixed risk threshold (regardless of demographic group)
would correspond to some notion of equal treatment, hence avoiding disparate treatment or (it is argued) unjust
disparate impact, although “justified” disparate impact (i.e. “justified” disparities in outcomes between groups)
may still occur [13]. Such a classifier would implement a kind of meritocracy, since classifications are made
based on solely on risk which is meant to correspond to a measure of deservedness of a particular outcome.
The term “infra-marginal” means “away from the threshold” and usually refers to averages over risk scores
for a particular demographic, e.g. average outcome probabilities or error rates. According to [13, 48], the
“inframarginality problem” with statistical tests for discrimination or AI bias that are computed based on perdemographic averages is that since the distribution of x differs per demographic, the distribution of (idealized,
ground-truth) risk scores r(x) will typically also differ. Hence, differences in the quantities used to compute
parity-based fairness metrics and other similar fairness metrics, which are calculated based on averages over
risk scores, including ground-truth outcome probabilities P (y|s), predicted outcome probabilities P (M (x)|s) or
error rates P (M (x)|s, y), are expected to differ per group. According to [13] and [48],
“It is hard to determine whether differences in error rates are due to discrimination or to differences
in the risk distributions.” [13]
2

For presentation purposes, when quotes start mid-sentence we have modified them to capitalize the first letter.
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“Even absent discrimination, the repayment rates for minority and white loan recipients might differ
if the two groups have different risk distributions.” [48]
If a disparity in outcome probabilities is due to a different distribution in risk between demographics, presumed
fair, legitimate, and well estimated, reducing the disparity via a fairness intervention would give an unearned
advantage or disadvantage to members of different groups, making the system’s behavior less meritocratic.
3.2.2

Disparities can be Due to Confounding

Confounding variables, which are extraneous variables that impact the relationship between two variables such as
protected demographic groups and outcomes, are another possible source of disparity other than discrimination.
This possibility motivates the use of causal inference methods to determine unfair bias [39, 44].
Any approach that relies on associative measures of [discrimination] will be led astray due to failing
to properly model sources of confounding for the relationship of the sensitive feature and the outcome.
[44]
In a classic real-world case of confounding in measuring discrimination studied by [9], UC Berkeley’s graduate
admissions process admitted men at a higher rate than women in the Fall 1973 quarter. On closer examination,
it was found that more than half of the departments admitted women at a higher rate than men. This apparent
paradox, an instance of a phenomenon called Simpson’s paradox, is explained by the fact that women were
more likely to apply to more selective departments. In this case, the choice of department to apply to is the
confounding variable. Since the disparity in admissions was caused by confounding rather than discriminatory
bias, a parity-based fairness intervention might introduce a new bias that makes the procedure less meritocratic
than the status quo due to giving an unmerited advantage to one demographic.

3.3

Parity does not Prevent Certain Harms or Abuses, or Provide Certain Benefits

There are many possible desiderata for fairness, such as preventing certain conceivable harms or conferring
certain benefits, which parity-based fairness does not accomplish. Naturally, this is also true of any other possible
fairness metric. Here we give several of the most well-known examples.
3.3.1

Subset Targeting, a.k.a. Fairness Gerrymandering

Parity-based fairness metrics only protect parity for the groups that are defined, and not subgroups within them.
Subgroup targeting, also known as fairness gerrymandering, occurs when subgroups of a protected group are
treated in an unfair way while preserving parity for the top-level groups [21, 35].
Imagine a setting with two binary features, corresponding to race (say black and white) and gender
(say male and female), both of which are distributed independently and uniformly at random in a
population. Consider a classifier that labels an example positive if and only if it corresponds to a
black man, or a white woman. Then the classifier will appear to be equitable when one considers
either protected attribute alone, in the sense that it labels both men and women as positive 50% of
the time, and labels both black and white individuals as positive 50% of the time. But if one looks at
any conjunction of the two attributes (such as black women), then it is apparent that the classifier
maximally violates the statistical parity fairness constraint. [35]
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3.3.2

Tokenism and the Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

Parity-based fairness leaves a lot of leeway on the nature of the chosen solution, which could potentially be
abused by a malicious actor. The potential for deliberate harm is even greater when one considers the broader
socio-technical setting in which the AI system resides. For example, it is easy to construct scenarios in which
parity is satisfied by a classifier that behaves in a highly unmeritocratic way:
“The notion permits that we accept the qualified applicants in one demographic, but random
individuals in another, so long as the percentages of acceptance match. This behavior can arise
naturally, when there is little or no training data available for one of the demographics.” [28]
This scenario is essentially tokenism, the selection of unqualified members of under-represented groups as
lip-service to diversity and inclusion, which creates its own problems [54], such as the following:
“Because demographic parity leads to affirmative action, it leads to recurrent criticism. Such
criticism can contribute to undermining the reputation of the minority group in the long term.” [40]
[21] identify a related and even more harmful potential abuse which they call the self-fulfilling prophecy.
“This is when unqualified members of [protected group] S are chosen, in order to justify future
discrimination against S (building a case that there is no point in “wasting” resources on S).
Although senseless, this is an example of something pernicious that is not ruled out by statistical
parity, showing the weakness of this notion.” [21]
3.3.3

Parity could Disenfranchise Higher Performing Marginalized Communities, or Otherwise Increase
Negative Outcomes

[38] satirically consider a hypothetical situation in which an AI algorithm determines which individuals are
assigned a negative outcome, in this case selecting older adults to be “mulched” into an edible slurry to be
consumed by the rest of the population. In their thought experiment, the AI disproportionately assigns white
cisgender men as unworthy individuals who should be “mulched.” After a fairness intervention, the algorithm
increases the mulching probability for women, transgender, and non-binary people, thus making the situation
worse for vulnerable populations in order to achieve parity. This example shows how parity-based interventions
could theoretically have the opposite of the desired effect regarding uplifting marginalized communities. [38]’s
broader point is that the fairness, accountability, and transparency (FAT) framework is not always sufficient, and
that there are cases when the prospect of using fairness interventions might cause us to overlook the question of
whether the AI system should be created at all.
3.3.4

Association with Affirmative Action; Some Disadvantaged Groups Left Behind

When used to mitigate societal bias, parity-based fairness interventions correspond to a type of affirmative action
[40]. In the United States, affirmative action policies have received a backlash from the political right and from
groups who have felt left behind by these policies. [20] explains these views in terms of President Johnson’s
shackled runner metaphor [34] which we discussed in Section 2.2.1:
If the runner forty yards back is allowed to make up the difference, which seems only fair, what
about runners who faced unfair but less imposing burdens and are, say, only ten or twenty yards
back? Does fairness not demand that they, too, be moved up? The latter group included the sons and
daughters of the white working class [. . . ]. If society was so concerned about making the race fair,
such whites asked, why was it not making life more fair for them, too?
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Critics of affirmative action are likely to view parity-based fairness with skepticism [40]. Framing this concern as
a technical one, parity-based fairness definitions usually aim to reduce the disparity between the most advantaged
and most disadvantaged groups, and so they may not provide a benefit to (or even could potentially harm) the
groups which are disadvantaged, but are not the most disadvantaged group.
3.3.5

Parity Does not Provide Individual-Level Guarantees

Parity-based fairness does not provide any strong guarantees about what happens to any particular individual,
since other individuals could be assigned to the favorable class in order to achieve parity without them.
Statistical definitions of fairness provide only very weak promises to individuals, and so do not have
very strong semantics. [. . . ] The meaning of this guarantee to an individual is limited, because the
word rate refers to an average over the population. [36]

3.4

Summary

By enforcing parity-based fairness, we are potentially altering the behavior of the algorithm to be different to the
label distribution in the training set. This can reduce the accuracy of the predictions, and if the disparities exist
due to legitimate reasons (e.g. infra-marginality, confounding) it could make the predictions less meritocratic. It
does not guarantee the prevention of certain abuses such as the possibilities of gerrymandering the labels within a
group or selecting unqualified individuals from marginalized groups in order to justify future prejudice, and it
does not provide the benefits specific to other fairness approaches such as individual-level guarantees.

4

Response and Discussion

In this paper we are considering the question of whether parity-based fairness is reasonable and useful in at least
some important contexts, and if so, when it should be used. We have seen in Section 2 that parity-based fairness
has a number of benefits in contexts where equality is considered desirable, as it can mitigate disparities that
arise from unfair processes and it has practical value in an organizational context for increasing diversity and
reducing legal liability. Supposing we accept these arguments, then we can conclude that parity-based fairness is
potentially useful in the contexts where parity is desirable. Considering that parity-based fairness has several
limitations and downsides as discussed in Section 3, some of them potentially serious, we still must consider
whether it is reasonable. Is it “fundamentally flawed,” as per Hardt [27], or are the downsides manageable and
do the pros outweigh the cons to make it worthwhile, at least in some applications? To investigate this we will
discuss possible counter-arguments and mitigation strategies for each of the different types of criticism. We will
also discuss who has the burden of proof on whether the concerns hold in a particular application. We will then
present our findings from the discussion.

4.1

Responses to Criticisms of Parity-Based Fairness

We consider the different types of criticisms for parity-based fairness in turn.
4.1.1

Response: Parity Potentially Harms Accuracy Metrics/Utility

It is true that enforcing perfect, or near-perfect parity will typically harm accuracy, perhaps substantially. This is
actually by design. Generally speaking, when imposing a strict parity requirement, the implicit assumption is
that the disparity is due primarily to unfair processes, including bias in society or in the data collection or data
annotation processes. In other words, we assume that the dataset encodes unfair patterns. The unfairness may
for example manifest in the class labels, the features, or in the representativeness of the included instances. A
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perfectly accurate classifier, in its imitation of the classifications in the dataset, would perpetuate the unfairness,
which is not what we want.
In cases where we are not willing to pay a steep price on accuracy, a strict parity requirement is not appropriate.
On the other hand, if we impose a softer constraint or penalty on disparity we can still achieve a sensible balance
between parity-based fairness and accuracy, and in many cases we can substantially improve parity with little
cost in accuracy. Another relatively conservative approach is to set the “target” level of parity-based fairness to be
as good as the fairness in the training data, but not necessarily better [25]. This prevents “bias amplification” due
to overfitting [59], but does not aim to correct inequality in the training data, hence it is not expected to harm
performance.
In the authors’ own work, we typically apply the following strategy for selecting fairness and performance
trade-off hyper-parameters, both with parity-based fairness and other metrics [25]. First, we calculate the accuracy
(or other performance metric) of the model on the validation set without a fairness intervention. We then use
a grid search to tune the fairness intervention’s hyper-parameters (such as the weight of the fairness penalty),
such that the fairness metric is as good as possible but the validation accuracy is restricted to be within n% (say
95%) of the original classifier’s performance. Thus, we obtain as much fairness improvement as possible, with a
limited reduction in accuracy of which we are in complete control. Using this strategy, we have even seen cases
where the fair model’s test-set accuracy is slightly improved over the typical model, due to the regularization
effect of fairness which led to a reduction in overfitting [37].
4.1.2

Response: Parity Does not Ensure a Meritocracy

While parity-based fairness does not explicitly aim to ensure meritocratic ideals, it aims to mitigate disparities
which are assumed to be unfair. If this assumption is correct, the resulting classifier will be more meritocratic
than it was without the fairness intervention, as unfair advantages and disadvantages will have been accounted
for, and the playing field leveled (cf. President Johnson’s running race metaphor). If the assumption is incorrect,
the resulting classifier will be less meritocratic, since it will introduce its own bias on the predictions. Whether
disparities are fair or unfair is often very difficult to assess, since systemic oppression occurs in myriad subtle
ways that are typically not directly recorded. In scenarios where the extent and impact of systemic oppression is
unknown, our individual beliefs on its role are heavily associated with political ideology. The political left tends
to view disparities as being due to unfair processes, cf. intersectional feminism [16], while the political right
tends to view society as already being a fair, level playing field which admits legitimate disparities [20].
As an example of the latter case, consider the infra-marginality criticism of parity-based fairness [13, 48].
This criticism implicitly assumes that (1) idealized ground-truth risk scores r(x) = P (y = 0|x) encapsulate individuals’ “deservedness” of an outcome, since it assumes that consistently thresholding these scores corresponds
to a fair algorithm or policy. The criticism also assumes that (2) risk distributions differ between protected groups
for legitimate reasons. Given these assumptions, it is logical to infer that outcome probabilities per protected
group P (y|s) can and should differ from other groups s0 , as this straightforwardly follows from the sum rule of
probability:
Z
Z
Z
P (y = 0|s) = P (y = 0, x|s)dx = P (y = 0|x, s)P (x|s)dx = P (y = 0|x)P (x|s)dx
Z
Z
= r(x)P (x|s)dx 6= r(x)P (x|s0 )dx ,
(4)
where we have assumed that outcomes are conditionally independent of the protected attribute given the features
x. Both assumptions (1) and (2) are up for debate. Intersectionality theory provides critiques for each of them
[16, 11]. Regarding (1), unfair societal bias can disadvantage individuals which may affect their chances of
success (i.e. their risk r(x)); see Section 2.2.1 and the quotes within it for examples. Furthermore, the class
y must be a good proxy for deservedness, as [13] admit, and it must be free of annotation bias. Regarding
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Figure 1: Implicit causal assumptions (a,b) and values-driven ideal world scenarios (c,d) for infra-marginality
based [13, 48] and intersectionality-based [16, 11] perspectives on fairness [25]. Here, A denotes protected
attributes, X observed attributes, Y outcomes, N individuals, p number of protected attributes. Red arrows
denote potentially unfair causal pathways, which are removed to obtain the ideal world scenarios (c,d). The above
summarizes broad strands of research; individual works may differ. Note that in the intersectionality ideal world,
protected attributes are d-separated from outcomes, which would imply that parity should occur, while this is not
the case in the infra-marginality based ideal world which is willing to accept disparity.
(2), intersectionality theory would suggest that systems of oppression such as systemic sexism and racism can
impact the distribution of risk itself. E.g., if individuals from one demographic are more frequently unfairly
incarcerated [1], and repeated incarceration increases the risk function r(x), then the difference in r(x) has
occurred due to an unfair process. We summarize these differences in assumptions, and ideal-world fairness
scenarios, using causal Bayesian network diagrams in Figure 1. The key point of the figure is that unlike fairness
notions which are predicated on the concept of infra-marginality, intersectionality-based perspectives on fairness
1
posit unfair systems of oppression which lead to advantages
and disadvantages per (intersectional) group, which
can potentially impact the entire system.
Also note that the inframarginality criticism is only relevant in scenarios where risk scores (or merit /
qualifications) are used to assign favorable or unfavorable outcomes. It does not pertain to other scenarios like
recommendation, e.g. AI-based career counseling, where the class labels are not intrinsically better or worse
than each other but we would still like to achieve parity [58, 32]. Lastly, race is a social construct and is not a
well-defined biological property [53]. Similarly, gender (as opposed to biological sex) is also a social construct
[55]. Although racial and gender groups have diverse sets of lived experiences, there is little scientific evidence
that there are legitimate biological differences in the ability levels of these groups [53, 22]. Insinuations of such
differences without clear supporting evidence can potentially veer into the realms of prejudice or scientific racism.
Regarding disparities due to confounders, as in the UC Berkeley graduate admissions case [9], this is a
legitimate concern. If known confounders exist, fairness methods which account for them should be used instead
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of simple parity-based methods, e.g. [39, 44, 43]. Without complex causal modeling, a simple parity-based
approach is to calculate parity-based fairness metrics conditioned on the confounder, as in the differential fairness
with confounders (-DFC) metric proposed by the authors [25]. If confounders are unknown, it is difficult to
prevent their impact on fairness measures, even ones based on causality, which typically require a causal model
to be defined by the analyst. In this case, we will argue below that the burden of proof for latent confounders
may not lie with the organization which is developing the AI system in question. Yet, if researchers can identify
confounders that impact parity post-deployment, they would be right to ask for the parity-based intervention to be
modified or overturned. Note also that systemic bias is itself a confounding variable (cf. Figure 1 (b)). If a causal
model does not account for it in assessing fair outcomes, its inferences will not be fair or correct, either.
4.1.3

Response: Parity does not Prevent Certain Harms or Abuses, or Provide Certain Benefits

Recall that subset targeting, or fairness gerrymandering, is the issue that parity-based fairness methods do not
protect against deliberate (or accidental) bias toward subgroups of the protected groups [21, 35]. For example, if
we enforce parity for gender and race, groups at the intersection of gender and race such as Black women are not
necessarily protected, which is concerning from the perspective of intersectionality [16]. This problem can be
mitigated by simply defining more fine-grained protected groups, e.g. designating Black women as protected.
Sophisticated parity-based fairness metrics have been proposed which automatically enforce parity for groups at
the intersection of the protected attributes, including differential fairness (DF) [25] and statistical parity (SP)
subgroup fairness [35].
Critics of the relationship between parity-based fairness and politically left-wing approaches such as affirmative action, particularly those who are concerned that they will be left behind by these ideas, are recommended to
read the book “Feminism is for Everybody” [31]. The authors studied the related concern that some disadvantaged
groups might be harmed by the fairness intervention [25]. When enforcing our parity-based differential fairness
metric, which protects intersecting subgroups of protected groups, we found empirically that per-group fairness
metrics were improved for almost every subgroup under consideration.
Some of the other concerns we considered were that parity-based fairness could be achieved by badly behaved
classifiers, such as those that deliberately select unqualified individuals to achieve parity, or by increasing negative
outcomes. One response to these types of concerns can be summarized by an old joke:
“The patient says, ‘Doctor, it hurts when I do this.’
The doctor says, ‘Then don’t do that!’ ” – Henny Youngman, comedian.3
In other words, if these models are considered harmful, we can choose not to create them. It is not reasonable
to expect a single fairness definition to detect and prevent all possible bad behavior. On the other hand, a
healthy process for constructing fair AI should involve an engaged data scientist, plus ideally representatives of
stakeholders, who should verify whether the behavior of the model is acceptable or pathological, beyond simply
looking at chosen fairness metrics. Once detected by an analyst, additional problems can be prevented by adding
further penalties and constraints to the AI model, in addition to enforcing the parity-based metric. Note that the
self-fulfilling prophecy issue (using the consequences of deliberate non-meritocratic parity to justify prejudice)
was raised by privacy and security researchers [21], whose field has a natural skepticism on human behavior.
While the skepticism may sometimes hold true, we anticipate that the vast majority fairness interventions will be
made in good faith.
Regarding benefits that parity-based fairness metrics do not achieve, such as individual guarantees, these
are good reasons to consider using an alternative fairness metric. They are not, however, reasons to dismiss
parity-based fairness metrics out-of-hand as a useful tool for combating bias and fairness issues. For individual
guarantees specifically, we would like to point out that parity-based fairness does confer a useful probabilistic
3

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/82949.Henny_Youngman
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benefit to the individual: given their protected group, the prior probability of receiving a favorable outcome
(before observing any attributes) will be similar to that of an individual from another group. In the parity-based
differential fairness metric [25], this translates to a privacy guarantee for individuals: if an adversary sees your
outcome M (x), they will not be able to learn much about your protected attribute s.

4.2

Who has the Burden of Proof on Determining Whether Disparities are Legitimate?

As we have discussed in Section 4.1.2, whether parity-based fairness interventions improve or degrade the
extent to which the classifier is meritocratic hinges on whether disparities in the data, which are replicated by
the algorithm, are primarily due to unfair bias (from systemic bias, biased data annotation, etc), or are due
to legitimate reasons (infra-marginality, confounders, etc). Since bias is a complicated issue, it is rarely easy
to answer this question. When an organization decides whether or not to implement a parity-based fairness
intervention, do they have the burden of proof on showing whether disparities are unfair? In the absence of solid
evidence, which assumption should be the default?
From a legal perspective, in the context of employment decisions in the United States protected by Title VII,
if a plaintiff can demonstrate disparate impact (i.e. disparities in outcomes determined by a policy or algorithm),
the burden of proof falls on the organization to demonstrate that the disparate impact is justified. In other words,
the organization must justify disparity due to its actions, but it need not justify parity due to its actions. Thus,
from a legal perspective, if the cause of the disparity is unknown it may be safest to assume that the disparity is
unfair and apply a parity-based fairness intervention.4
We may arrive at a similar conclusion from an ethical perspective. If we incorrectly assume that a disparity
is unjust and wrongly remove it, the harm falls on advantaged groups, and diversity/equity (a property which
generally has intrinsic value) would be improved. If we incorrectly assume that a disparity is just and wrongly
choose not to address it, the harm falls on disadvantaged groups, and diversity/equity would not be improved.
The advantaged groups typically have more resources than the disadvantaged groups and are in a better position
to shoulder the burden, so the overall impact is less if those groups are harmed. If we make a wrong choice,
meritocracy is harmed either way to the same degree (the size of the intervention). Therefore, supposing there is
a 50/50 or greater chance that the disparity is unjust, the least amount of expected harm occurs if we choose to
perform a parity-based fairness intervention. All other things being equal, in a situation where we have good
reason to suspect that a disparity of outcomes is unjust —such as scientific studies showing discrimination in
similar settings— and we have no reason to suspect that the disparity of outcomes is legitimate —e.g. one
demographic is legitimately more qualified than another or there are known confounders—, performing a paritybased fairness intervention may be a better choice than doing nothing at all, supposing that we do so in a manner
that does not substantially harm system performance. Of course, if there is another fairness intervention that is
more appropriate in our particular context, we should consider performing that intervention instead.

4.3

Summary of our Findings

Based on the analysis in this paper, we have yet to see a compelling argument that parity-based fairness metrics
are invalid in all contexts. We do not agree with [27] that parity-based fairness metrics are “fundamentally
flawed.” Parity-based fairness advances the intrinsically valuable ideal of equality, can rectify societal bias,
can prevent bias from unfair class labels, and has economic and legal benefits in some contexts. We have also
seen that parity-based fairness is not always ideal, and there are a number of useful arguments regarding the
limitations of parity-based fairness in some contexts and under some value systems. The existence of limitations
does not however completely preclude its use. Some of these limitations can be partially mitigated within a
parity-based approach, while in other cases may be best addressed by the use of alternative fairness metrics such
4

The authors of this paper are not legal experts and the statements in this paper should not be construed as legal advice.
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as equalized odds, individual fairness, or causal fairness definitions. These alternative fairness metrics have their
own limitations, and none can conclusively be argued to be superior to parity-based fairness in all contexts.

5

Guidelines and Recommendations

Informed by the above discussion we now provide a set of guidelines and recommendations to the community
regarding parity-based fairness metrics.

5.1

Guidelines on Using Parity-Based Fairness Interventions

The technique of penalizing or constraining a machine learning algorithm to enforce a parity-based fairness metric
is useful in many contexts, but it must be used with care. Due to its various limitations, it is not appropriate in all
contexts. We must carefully consider the relevant properties of the AI task at hand and its broader socio-technical
context before determining whether to proceed. We propose the following set of guidelines to be used as a
“pre-flight checklist” on whether and how to use a parity-based fairness intervention. This list is only a guideline,
not a prescription, and it is almost certainly not complete. It is important to further consider the nuances of the
particular application. Several of these guidelines apply more broadly to all of fair AI.
1. When developing an AI fairness intervention, including the choice of fairness metric to uphold in a fair
learning algorithm, it is important to consider contextual factors such as who is harmed, what is the nature
of the harm, how does it relate to historical injustices, and stakeholder involvement in the design of the fair
AI system, particularly stakeholders who are underrepresented within the organization [15].
2. Before using any fairness intervention or deploying a fairness-sensitive system without one, practitioners
should make a best-effort attempt to understand whether disparities of class labels in the data are substantially due to unfair reasons or to legitimate reasons. If this cannot be determined from available data,
scientific studies on related settings may suggest whether unfair bias is likely in the current context.
3. If the disparity is due to legitimate reasons, e.g. there are known legitimate differences in ability between
groups (infra-marginality), parity-based fairness metrics are not appropriate. Consider using threshold tests
instead.
4. If there are known confounders, parity-based fairness metrics are not appropriate. Parity-based metrics
which account for confounders such as -DFC, or causal methods, should be used instead.
5. If strong individual-level guarantees are essential for the application, individual fairness should be used
instead. Similarly, if there are other essential fairness properties that are only ensured by a different
definition, that definition should be used instead.
6. If harm by the system is due to making prediction errors rather than from not receiving a favorable outcome,
equalized odds or equality of opportunity are more appropriate fairness definitions.
7. If it is suspected that disparities of class labels are substantially unfair (e.g. due to societal bias or annotation
bias), disparities cause a harm of representation, or equality is important for the application regardless of
unfairness in the data, parity-based fairness metrics are a good candidate to be used.
8. If there is uncertainty over whether disparities of class labels are unfair, but there is reasonable suspicion
that this is the case and there is no evidence of infra-marginality or confounding, it may be better to perform
a parity-based fairness intervention than to make no fairness intervention. Wrongly making a parity-based
fairness intervention may be less harmful than wrongly failing to make a parity-based fairness intervention.
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This assumes that the intervention is done such that little reduction in accuracy occurs, and that there is not
another more appropriate fairness intervention for this context.
9. If it is important to maintain a high level of classification accuracy for this application, choose appropriate
fairness hyper-parameter settings to achieve this. We generally recommend using a grid search on a
validation set to select fairness hyper-parameters, such that fairness is the best achievable under the
constraint that accuracy decrease (or another performance metric) is within (say) 95% of the performance
of the typical model (accuracy × 0.95).
10. If no loss in accuracy at all is acceptable, consider setting a threshold on the fairness penalty such that only
an increase in disparity over the existing disparity in the data is penalized. This strategy only prevents “bias
amplification” due to the algorithm’s behavior, e.g. from overfitting.
11. If we have strong evidence that most of the disparity is due to unfair reasons, a strict parity-based fairness
constraint may be appropriate, even at a substantial cost to accuracy, since an accurate classifier cannot be
a fair one in that case.
12. After deployment, it is important to continue to monitor the fairness of the system and to continue to learn
about the nature of the unfairness in the data and the system, and adapt the intervention accordingly. For
example, if external researchers or activists identify a flaw in the fairness of the system, corresponding
adjustments should be made.

5.2

Recommendations to the Community

After considering the many arguments on both sides of the issue, we conclude that parity-based fairness metrics
remain a valid and desirable notion of fair AI behavior in many contexts. We therefore call upon community
members to cease the practice of dismissing fundamental methods-oriented AI fairness research on paritybased fairness metrics out-of-hand, due to perceived limitations of the approach. This is particularly important
during peer review. It is however appropriate to critique applied AI fairness research regarding the limitations
of any chosen fairness metric (parity-based or otherwise) relative to alternatives in the context of a particular
application, as long as political impartiality is maintained as much as possible. For example, debate and critiques
regarding the appropriate metrics to evaluate the fairness of the COMPAS criminal recidivism predictor [2]
are valuable and would have been appropriate in peer review of a paper describing the COMPAS system. We
request that peer reviewers endeavor to prevent their own political views and value systems from impacting their
assessment of AI fairness research.
We further suggest that the debate around parity-based fairness should remain civil in highly public settings
such as in audience questions after conference talks and on social media. In those contexts there are often
impassioned, sometimes even angrily stated objections to parity-based fairness, as the authors of this paper have
witnessed first-hand. The presently ongoing debate around the firing of Timnit Gebru by Google is emblematic of
the high tensions in this area. While debate around these issues must continue and we do not intend to stifle it,
unjustified vitriolic attacks on parity-based fairness research can have a chilling effect on a much-needed area of
study, and they do nothing to advance the discussion.

6

Conclusions

Despite their widespread use, parity-based AI fairness metrics have been somewhat controversial in some circles
due to various limitations that have been put forward in the literature. We discussed the pros and cons of these
metrics when used as a penalty or constraint to enforce AI fairness in a machine learning system. In many
contexts, parity-based fairness confers useful benefits such as mitigating unfair disparities, improving diversity,
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and reducing legal liability. Although many important concerns have been raised such as potentially reducing
prediction accuracy or unfair impacts when they are used to remove legitimate disparities, mitigation strategies
exist, and none of the concerns would preclude the use of the methodology in all contexts. We conclude that
although parity-based fairness metrics are not a panacea, and there are situations where they are not appropriate
or other fairness metrics would be preferable, they remain useful tools in the AI fairness practitioner’s toolkit.
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